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About This Game

Romantic Journey is a Japanese-style visual novel game in which the protagonist, for a variety of reasons, takes a romantic
holiday trip with the ladies of the boss's family.

"Absolutely torture!" Just joined the company's protagonist, was arranged to accompany the chairman of the company's Qianjin
lady and friends to travel

Take good care of them! Any loss is not as simple as resigning! "

Obviously, the threat of the general manager is still terrible.

Trembling with fear, it seems as if it is actually not as horrible as it actually is.
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What is the story like? Come and play the game.

Romantic holiday games include:

30 minutes of the game scenario

3 female characters with different styles and different personalities

5 good romantic music
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Title: Romantic Journey
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
木子工坊
Publisher:
HongbinGame
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2018
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English,Simplified Chinese
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The new NPC alone was worth the money. :) Kineticist is powerful but annoying to play on pen and paper pathfinder, but this
game takes all the work out of the burn mechanics so you can spend your brain enjoying the game instead of doing math.. It's a
really fun platform we that makes you rage a bit but it's fun when you're queueing for other games and it takes a while to queue.
It ok, kind of like it. One thing I think this game fails in is that I get intressed in the end, but not the journey to the end.. First
off, I bought Netherfield during a sale, so I only paid \u00a35.99. This is a brilliant route, the end.

 O.K. this comes fixed in the steam era 8F 4F O4 & B1 are included and rather nice if a bit basic (I think DTG call them
"CLASSIC"). However I am a diesel man so why would I waste my time with a steam route??, because this British Railways in
its modernisation period. 1st Generation diesels fit right in here. Class 25, 37,40,50,55 all feel right at home here in green or
blue. Class 101,105,111 D.M.U.s....bring them on. As for the yards 03s 04s 08s and all those 4w wagons to push about, heavan.
The track layout and signalling would have remained unchanged right upto the 1970's,(well in general, I don't know about
Nottingham area in particular). The only trackside elements which would have gone would be water cranes and coaling stages.
Some uncharitable people have commented that tthis route has been created using stock assests and that anyone could have
made it. Well two things here, 1.Go for it.....there is about two years work for one person here, don't they deserve a reward for
there time and effort? 2.It shows what a versatile game TS20xx is and what is achevable within the route editor.

. I see what was attempted here: retro FPS with banging music for the nostalgia of the 90's great shooters.

I'll git that the choice in music is good, however the controls are sluggish, even more than i would have expected and the
animation are too clunky to be interesting.

this was abig letdown for me. if yo u want a bit of nostalgic 90's shooters go pay 1.5$ for Wolfenstein 3D all I can suggest....
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I wish i was smarter... Just so i could feel the joy of completing one of these puzzles, with no effort!
This is one of those games.... I need to really take some time with.
I can't give much in terms of a review, but i had fun!
I'm going to share this around and see who can help me work out these puzzles :D

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=w0v0fcZPLgk&feature=youtu.be. Long trains, good uphill drags, no discernible problems
except engine sounds, but hey that's a given.
The locos provided are OK, whinges others have made about brakes seem not to be an issue as all stopped at a reasonable pace,
keeping in mind that with 80 cars, things do take a while. So, if you gauge yourself carefully and keep in mind long stopping
distances, all is fine.
The scenery is a bit repetitive, but then this is the prairie not Vegas, so it is fairly represented.
The scenarios are all easily accomplished with no issues, although some of the jumping around picking up cars at the outset adds
nothing to the scenario itself, especially at the speeds required to accomplish.
All in all a good DLC that provides some fun with quick drive and lots of opportunities if you create a free roam scenario or
two.
One thing, I do like the lightning flashes and thunder cracks in the scenarios that feature stormy weather, they add that little bit
extra.
Get it on sale, it's a good route.
. Very good graphics and relaxing game !
Well done friend :D

Good Job developers. I would have liked to see a bit more gameplay. The story is alright, but a sprint movement function would
have been greatly appreciated.. Hidden 'On the Trail of the Ancients' has a lot going for it but it is hugely overpriced given its
extremely short play time. Expect no more than 4 hours, even if you end up stuck on the puzzles for some time.

Without a doubt, I'd say that this is a great start to a point and click adventure. The voice acting and graphics are good quality,
there are some interesting puzzles and the 'creepy' factor is well pitched. You see the beginnings of a well throught out
supernatural horror story with enough detail to make you want to know more and well pitched tensio leading to some properly
'jump out of your seat moments'.

The problem is the game is over before you feel it has begun. The story is set up but hasn't developed at all. If this had been
marketed as an episode 1 of a longer story and priced as such then I would not complain. But it is shorter than a single episode
of many other games and at least twice the price.
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